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The girl 
drawing a 
butterfly on 
the asphalt 
with chalk is 
one of the 
nearly two 
dozen 
disadvan­
taged 
children 
attending the 
Partners in 
Serving day 
care program 
headed by 
four Cal Poly 
students.
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Students create ‘safe haven’
Free day care program caters to disadvantaged kids
By Michelle Stephens
Staff Writer
Four Cal Poly students 
joined forces with the Salvation 
Army and armed themselves 
with colored chalk, finger 
paints and rubber balls to help 
keep local youths away from 
trouble.
Last month Carlton Brown, 
Jeff Furgerson, Yvette Sanchez 
and Sam TXirner started 
Partners in Serving, a free day 
care program that primarily 
caters to dysfunctional and 
low -in com e fa m ilie s . It  
operates out of the Salvation 
Army Center in San Luis 
Obispo.
(L to R) Yvette Sanchez, Carlton Browi , Jeff Furgerson, Sam Turner 
and friends gather on the mural asphalt at the Salvation Army Center.
“The program takes children 
from econom ically d isad­
vantaged families out of their 
homes, off the streets and (puts 
them) into a safe, entertaining 
and educational environment,” 
said Brown, resource coor­
dinator and a Cal Poly recrea­
tion administration senior.
Partners in Serving operates 
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Monday 
through Friday. The program 
accepts any child even though 
it is designated for disad­
vantaged youths. Brown said.
The drop-in center offers 
children in k indergarten  
thorough sixth grade a “safe 
haven” during the daytime, he 
said. During the summer, kids 
often are left at home alone, he 
said.
Along with a safe environ­
ment the program provides a 
nutritious lunch. As part of her 
senior project, food science and 
nutrition senior Sarah Stein­
berg cooks meals for the 
children.
In addition to learning 
about nutrition, the program 
encourages the youngsters to 
participate in group education­
al activities.
See DAY CARE, page 3
eSU  Trastees meet, 
approve state budget
Campus allocations still to come
By Len Arends 
Staff Writer
LONG BEACH —  The 
California State University 
Board of Trustees ratified its 
1993-94 budget Wednesday, ap­
proving the budget passed by the 
State Legislature and Gov. Pete 
Wilson in June.
The budget will cut $17.7 mil­
lion from state funds to the CSU 
and raise student fees by 10 per­
cent, from $1,308 to $1,440 per 
year.
Cal Poly President Warren 
Baker said the fee increase was 
mild compared to what it could 
have been.
“I think the fee increase — 
$132 for (next) year — is much 
better than what students were 
preparing to pay,” Baker said.
Others at the Trustees’ meet­
ing berated ominous trends they
see occurring in the CSU system.
William Moton, chair of the 
California State Student As­
sociation (CSSA), said he was 
concerned with the Board of 
Trustees’ persistent attempts to 
raise students’ financial con­
tribution to their education.
Students cuirently pay about 
one-fifth of the total cost of their 
schooling. Moton said the Trus­
tees would like to raise it to one- 
third of the total, making it 
closer to the national average.
“The 37 percent fee increase 
(the Trustees proposed this year) 
would have been the first step in 
a process” to have students pay 
one-third of their education, he 
said.
Moton said he was “ecstatic” 
about the 10 percent increase 
passed by the Legislature and 
Wilson.
See BUDGET, page 11
Thieves target Poly
Stolen computers may be linked 
to statewide memory board heists
■ /'» la  n i i t i» r s  w n s  f m in d  i n  th i»  h iis b iBy Nicole Veteto 
Staff Writer
A  series of thefts involving 
stolen computer memory boards 
have been reported at univer­
sities throughout the state, and 
Cal Poly may have been the 
latest target.
Public Safety Investigator 
Ray Berrett said he believes the 
break-ins occurred at Cal Poly 
sometime July 1 or July 2.
The Engineering building. En­
gineering West, Faculty Office 
Building West and the Computer 
Science building were targeted.
Three computers were stolen 
from the buildings. Another com­
puter was taken completely 
apart, but nothing was reported 
missing, Berrett said.
Authorities believe whoever 
disassembled the computer was 
after the memory board, but, for 
an unknown reason, was forced 
to leave it behind.
One of the three stolen com­
pute  a  fou  i  e bushes 
behind the Air Conditioning En­
gineering building and was miss­
ing its memory board.
Berrett said Tuesday there is 
a possibility the thefts at Cal 
Poly are related to several thefts 
that have occurred at other 
universities. It would be unlike­
ly, however, to tie them together, 
he said.
“We had actual computer 
thefts,” Berrett said. “The other 
schools only had memory board 
thefts. I’d say right now they 
aren’t the same.”
Other schools that have been 
hit include UC Santa Barbara, 
UCLA and Long Beach State 
University. Berrett heard that 
Washington State University 
was also a target, but that infor­
mation has not been confirmed.
Authorities are curious to find 
out why the thieves are going 
after just the memory boards at 
the other universities, since they 
are only worth $35 to $100 each.
Engineering freshman pleads guilty to car stereo heists
Student faces up to five years in state penitentiary
By Michelle Stephens
Staff Writer
A Cal Poly student pleaded 
guilty to a burglary charge at a 
pre-preliminary hearing last 
week. The charge stems from his 
May 28 arrest for breaking into a 
car in the R-1 parking lot.
According to Public Safety In­
vestigator Ray Berrett, electrical 
engineering freshman James 
Chang was charged with posses­
sion of burglary tools, possession 
of stolen property, possession of 
a dangerous weapon, burglary 
and attempted burglary.
Chang, 18, pleaded guilty to 
the one count of burglary and the 
additional charges against him 
were dismissed.
According to Public Safety 
reports, Chang was arrested 
after attempting to break into a 
blue Acura owned by Jana Fer- 
rulli, a political science fresh­
man.
Computer science sophomore 
Rachelle Little saw Chang using 
a thin piece of metal, known as a 
“slim jim,” to enter the car. She 
was able to flag down Parking 
Officer Amanda Brodie, who was 
driving along Klamath Road.
Moments later Chang, in pos­
session of two backpacks, passed 
Brodie and Little riding his 
bicycle. Little identified Chang 
as the burglar to the parking of­
ficer, who then followed him to 
Sierra Madre residence hall.
Berrett arrived at the dorm 
when Brodie called for assis­
tance.
“When I arrived on the scene, 
Chang only had one backpack 
with a calculator in it,” he said.
The slim jim, along with an 
assortment of stereo installation 
tools, were later found in a back­
pack in the bushes behind the 
south side of Fremont Hall.
Berrett said Chang confessed 
as he approached him.
“(Chang) said, T can’t lie; I ’ve 
been doing this for a year and a 
half,’ ” Berrett said.
TTie police report said Chang 
consented to a search of his 
Ybsemite Hall dorm room.
Public Safety found property 
taken from four separate 
burglaries in the room, though 
Chang admitted responsibility 
for six, Berrett said.
Additionally, a tool box was 
found containing a variety of 
stereo installation tools. “He had 
See STEREO THEFT, page 2
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Residence halls offer 
roommate-free living
Single occupancy now available in dorms
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By .IdTrey Jen
Staff Writer
Starting this summer, some 
dorm occupants won’t have to 
put up with a r(x)mmate that 
snores or blares Air Supply in 
the wee hours of the morning.
Single occupancy rooms are 
available in the dormitories 
this summer and during the 
1993-94 academic year, mark­
ing the first time students can 
request a single dorm nxim at 
Cal Poly.
Stephan Lamb, Cal Poly’s 
housing director, said available 
space and numerous student 
requests for private rooms 
brought about the new single­
occupancy policy. The option 
was also made available to at­
tract more students to the dor­
mitories, he said.
“Many students move off 
campus because they would 
like more privacy,” Lamb said. 
“This way we are offering a ser­
vice to students to stay on cam­
pus and have that privacy at a 
Gower) cost.”
Economic gains for the
university also figured into the 
decision. Lamb said.
A double occupancy room 
costs $2,283 apiece for the 
academic year, or $761 a 
quarter. Single occupancy 
rooms are $3,423 for the year, 
or $1,141 per quarter.
Currently, 11 students live 
in single rooms. Eighty-three 
students — more than Lamb 
expected — have requested 
private rooms for fall quarter.
One problem, however, with 
the new option is what to do 
with the excess furniture in the 
single rooms, said Alan Pepe, 
assistant director of housing 
and conference services. A l­
though one student may occupy 
a single dorm room, enough 
furniture to accommodate two 
students is still stored in each 
room.
“The problem is where we 
are going to store the addition­
al bed, desk and drawer,” Pepe 
said.
A decision about where to 
store the furniture will likely 
be made before fall quarter, he 
said.
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Dorm residents now have the option r f iiving alone if they want to.
Local gyms 
unfazed by 
Ree Center
SUMMER M u s t a n g
By Tracy Brant Colvin
Staff Writer
First-time Poly students get ahead with START
Program aids underrepresented newcomers
By Joy Nieman
Staff VVriter
Some incoming freshmen and 
transfer students are already 
preparing for fall quarter with 
the help of Cal Poly’s START 
program.
START is an academic advis­
ing and scheduling assistance 
program for first-time students 
underrepresented by income, 
ethnicity or disability.
The six colleges on campus 
are hosting six, two-day sessions
throughout July. Students are 
invited to attend the session 
hosted by the college offering 
their major.
Parents and supporters are 
also encouraged to attend, said 
Susan Somppi, coordinator of 
START. The program offers so­
cial activities for parents and 
supporters, as well as an oppor­
tunity to ask student and faculty 
hosts questions.
The program, which began 
July 1, allows students to ex­
perience life in the residence
halls, meet with a faculty ad­
viser, schedule classes for fall 
quarter and interact with peers 
through planned activities.
Business junior Steve Moore, 
who coordinates housing for 
START, attended a session two 
years ago and said the ex­
perience helped prepare him for 
college.
“I think I was comfortable 
with going to Cal Poly because I 
had my classes scheduled and 
met people in my major (through 
START),” he said.
About 1,500 students and 
parents will participate in
START this year, the most the 
program has ever hosted.
The program operates on fees 
charged to participants — $25 
for low income students in the 
E d u ca tion a l O p p o rtu n ity  
Program and $60 for all others, 
Somppi said.
Debra Ross, assistant coor­
dinator for START, said all stu­
dents who have participated in 
this year’s program have turned 
in positive evaluations.
“They went from feeling com­
pletely lost to feeling completely 
confident about fall quarter,” 
Ross said.
Although crowds of students 
and staff have been filing into 
the new Rec Center’s facilities 
for the past three weeks, local 
gym owners said it is still busi­
ness as usual.
Rick Johnson, director of Rec 
Sports, said about 2,500 to 3,000 
students and staff visit the 
facility daily. “The response has 
been great,” Johnson said.
But the Rec Center boom 
doesn’t seem to be busting two of 
San Luis Obispo’s local gyms. 
Their owners said business is 
better than ever due to long-term 
planning.
Dan Foubert, owner of 
Maloney’s Gym, said he started 
planning for the opening of the 
Rec Center two years ago. By 
ta rge tin g  other audiences 
through advertising campaigns, 
he has decreased the number of 
Cal Poly members by 27 percent.
Julie Messer, owner of Calen­
dar Girl, started preparing for 
the Rec Center’s opening in 1986 
when she heard of plans for its 
construction.
Although 30 to 40 percent of 
Calendar Girl’s members are Cal 
Poly students, Messer said the 
Rec Center will have little im­
pact on her business.
She believes most student 
members of her gym will use 
both facilities. She does not fear 
losing Cal Poly customers be­
cause of Calendar Girl’s special­
ized services.
“%u can’t beat our aerobics 
classes,” she said.
Like Messer, Foubert said by 
offering a variety of weight 
machines and one-to-one fitness 
trainers, he will not lose busi­
ness to the new facility.
“I’m glad that the Rec Center 
has opened,” he said. “Fitness 
should be the goal for'the entire 
community, not just the private 
sector.”
STEREO THEFT
From page 1
everything imaginable that one 
would need to install stereos, as 
well as remove them,” Berrett 
said.
Chang said he had obtained 
most of the tools from his former 
job as a car stereo installer at 
F*ro-Auto Stereo in his home 
town of Daly City, Calif.
“We recovered $3,590 to
$4,000 worth of stereo equipment 
after Chang’s arrest,” Berrett 
said.
Also recovered was an assort­
ment of stolen stereo, computer, 
camera and bike equipment.
Public Safety officers then 
searched Chang’s car where a 
radar detector identified as 
stolen from Ferrulli’s car in a 
prior break-in was recovered.
A handmade wood club, 
another compact disc player and 
a police-style baton were also 
recovered from Chang’s car.
When arrested, he told Ber­
rett that he bought some of the 
stereo equipment in question 
from a “guy in a minitruck” in 
the R-2 lot, the report said.
But biological sciences fresh­
man Chris Holland identified 
and had original receipts for an 
AM/FM compact disc car stereo, 
an amplifier and three speakers 
found in Chang’s possession. 
These items were the same 
Chang said he had bought from 
the man in a minitruck, accord­
ing to the report.
The statement also said Hol­
land reported property stolen 
from his Mitsubishi truck May
23, the same day Ferrulli’s Acura 
was broken into.
“We have cleeu'ed four cases 
that Chang has admitted to,” 
Berrett said. “We are still work­
ing on the last two.”
Chang’s sentencing is set for 
Aug. 10 in San Luis Obispo Su­
perior Court. Chang faces a pos­
sible four to five years in a state 
penitentiary, Berrett said.
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Take advantage of these convenient locations.
Save time (and your parking space) by dining on campus.
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Backstage Pizza
LOCATION
Downstairs in the University Union
HOURS
M-F 10am-5pm
SPECIALTY
Pizza & Salad Bar ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖
Campus Store Behind the Ag Science Bldg. M-F 7am-5:15pm Sat 10am-5pm Convenience Store, Featuring Cal Poly Products ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ A
Julian's Downstairs in the University Union M-F 7:30am-4:30pm Gourmet Coffee, Ice Cream, Baked Goods ❖ ❖ A A
Snack Bar Across the street from Mott Gym M-F 7am-3pm Grill,Salad Bar, Sandwiches, Beverages ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖
The Cellar Lunch Window Dexter Building 24 hours; Lunch Window M-F11am-130pm Vending Machines, Hot Dogs, Chili, Salads ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖
VG Cafe On Grand Ave. Entrance on Deer Rd.
M-F 5pm-6pm 
Sat & Sun 10am-1:30 
5pm-6pm All you can eat meals ❖ ❖ A ❖ ❖
Vista Grande Restaurant Near entrance to campus on Grand Ave. M-F 11 am-7 pm Sun 1 0am-2pm Contemporary & Ethnic Entrees, Sunday Brunch ❖ ❖ ❖ A ❖ ❖
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Genetic researchers succeed again
Extract of ancient plant DNA may lead to medical cures
By Bonnie DeBow
Staff Writer
The Cal Poly biological scien­
ces pair whose research work 
was mimicked in the film “Juras­
sic Park” are at it again. This 
time instead of providing an im­
aginative stepping stone for the 
recreation of dinosaurs, the
two have extracted the oldest 
known plant DNA.
Cal Poly graduate student 
Hendnk Poinar and professor 
Raul Cano’s recent discovery is 
just one of the pair’s many suc­
cesses with prehistoric genetic 
material. But the plant DNA 
may lead to answers about plant 
evolution, give way to new 
medicines and bring recognition 
and much needed funding to Cal 
Poly.
“Cano and Poinar are two of 
the best people in the field,” said 
professor V.L. Holland, chair of 
biological sciences. “We are very 
supportive of what they are 
doing, and we are trying hard to 
get them the facilities and fund­
ing they need.”
Holland said Cal Poly Presi­
dent Warren Baker is excited 
about the project and vigorously 
trying to raise funds to continue 
research.
The DNA was extracted from 
a 35 to 45-million-year-old leaf of 
an extinct hymenaea tree, which 
was preserved in a piece of 
am ber d iscovered  in the 
Dominican Republic.
The specimen was the first 
plant DNA extracted from 
amber, and it is twice as old as 
any DNA ever taken from a
plant, Poinar said.
“Amber is impermeable to 
oxygen and water, and no 
ultraviolet radiation gets into it,” 
he said. “It’s the perfect preserv­
ing medium.”
The whole point behind the 
DNA project, Poinar said, is to 
answer questions about the 
present with preserved material 
from the past.
“%u look for extinct genes 
and put them into modern day 
strains,” Poinar said.
With the discovery of extinct 
genes, DNA extraction may 
provide opportunities for new 
medicines. Poinar said the 
publicity from the DNA dis­
covery has sparked five letters 
from people with genetic dis­
eases encouraging him to con­
tinue his work with genetics.
He said the letters inspire 
him, and he feels the possibility 
of finding cures for diseases is 
the most important part of his 
work.
Poinar said many scientists 
are concerned with the potential 
for negative uses with DNA 
research, noting the movie 
“Jurassic Park” as an example. 
He said many scientists fear the 
movie depicted DNA research as 
immoral.
Poinar said he views movies 
like “Jurassic Park” as a way to 
get young people interested in 
science. “If it turns one kid onto 
science it’s worth $60 million,” he 
said.
Although Poinar and Cano’s 
work was published in last 
June’s issue o f “Nature,” a 
science journal, the Cal Poly
research team has not received 
the appreciation of the entire 
scientific community.
“We’re doing pretty good work 
and we’re getting some recogni­
tion,” Cano said. “But we’re not 
getting the recognition and 
respect we should because Cal 
Poly is a state institution.”
Cano said he feels Cal Poly’s 
research efforts are not given 
credibility because there is a 
stigma associated with being a 
state school.
“In other words, you teach 
(here) and let the big Iwys do the 
research,” Cano said.
However, Cal Poly’s efforts 
have been recognized by some or­
ganizations with donations of e- 
quipment and money.
Millipore Corporation recently 
donated a Biolmage system for 
DNA analysis, worth $20,000, 
and a computer manufacturer 
provided a micro computer sys­
tem worth $55,000. Cano said a 
$30,000 grant from the National 
Science Foundation and another 
unspecified amount from the 
U.S. Agriculture Department are 
pending.
“To run a biotech lab costs 
millions,” Poinar said. “I f you 
don’t get donations, then you’re 
not going to get far.”
Poinar said Cal Poly’s lab is a 
great opportunity for under­
graduates to work in a high 
powered lab.
Cano also stressed there is a 
big push in the biological scien­
ces department towards under­
graduate research. The depart­
ment is currently working on 
providing an academic environ-
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DNA researchers Raul Cano (foreground) and his assistant, Hendrik 
Poinar, have made new discoveries, this time with ancient plants.
ment conducive to research, tunities to do research.
Cano said.
“It makes (students) excited 
and keeps them there,” he said.
The grants and donations that 
the DNA research has prompted 
will help the department give 
undergraduates more oppor-
niustrated by the work com­
ing out of Cal Poly’s science labs, 
Poinar said a huge lab to conduct 
meaningful research isn’t neces­
sary, but it does take hard work 
and dedication.
DAY CARE
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Recreational activities include 
dodge ball, foursquare and swim­
ming, said Furgerson, the 
program’s director and a recrea­
tion administration senior.
“The kids do self-esteem stuff 
where they participate and are 
not being baby-sat,” Brown said.
“They are not always expected 
to be on their best behavior,” 
Brown said. “The program is 
designed to allow them to blow
off steam and play without the 
stresses of their families burden­
ing them.”
On Wednesdays and Fridays, 
the children participate in 
science projects. Last week, 4-H 
brought snails to the kids to help 
them become familiar with crea­
tures, Furgerson said. The kids 
learned what snails eat, and 
taught the snails to do tricks, he 
said.
On Fridays, the kids watch
movies with educational value 
such as Jungle Book, other G- 
rated films and programs aired 
on the Public Broadcast Service.
“We have (them) watch educa­
tional movies with a theme, not 
just something to rot-out their 
brains,” Brown said.
Visits from the San Luis 
Obispo Fire Department and the 
California Highway Patrol teach 
children about safety in the 
home and on the streets.
In the upcoming days the 
Atascadero Zoo plans to bring 
small animals for the kids to 
play with. The group is also plan­
ning trips to the Children’s 
Museum and the City/County 
Library for storytelling.
“We use the activities to help 
the kids trust and love us and 
each other,” Brown added. “They 
are really happy to have a 
program like this.”
On Monday, Nicole Cloud, 4,
was covered in chalk as she drew 
a sun and wrote her name with 
fat chalk sticks on the asphalt 
playground.
“This is fun,” Cloud said. “The 
people are nice.”
In the opposite corner of the 
area designated for the chalk 
murals. Tad Czameck, 6, drew a 
palm tree, a bird and ocean 
waves.
“This is fun,” Czameck said, 
__________ See PARTNERS, page 10
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P a «  B e n a t a r
Friday, August 6th, 8p.m.
TUES., AUG. 3 CLINT BLACK w ith  special guest star HICHAEL JOHNSON 
W ED ., AUG. 4 THE BEACH BOiS w ith  speaal guest star AMERICA 
THUR^., AUG. S ALAN JACKSON w ith  special guest star CLAY WALKER 
FRI., AUG. 6 PAT BENATAR w ith  special guest 
SAT., AUG. 7 Bud Light presents GEORGE STRAIT 
SUN J U G .  8 KSTT FM Presents HICHAEL BOLTON 
MON J U G .  9 DAMN YANKEES
D am n  Y a n k e e s
Monday, August 9th, 8p.m.
TUES..AUG. 10 MICHAEL ENGLISH, FIRST CALL, CINDY MORGAN 
W ED ., AUG. I I  BARRY MANILOW  
THURS..AUG 12 PRCA RODEO/RODEO COWBOY CHALLENGE 
WRANGLER BULLFIGHTS
FRI., AUG. 13 PRCA RODEO,WRANGLER BULLFIGHTS 
SAT., AUG. 14 PRCA RODEO. WRANGLER BULLFIGHTS 
SUN.,AUG. IS  MONSTER TRUCK MADNESS
all concerts start at 8pm
VISA ADVANCE TICKET SALES (805)238-3565
T h u r s d a y . J u ly  15. S u m m e r  M u s t a n g
Officials steamed over bad pipes
Replacement of aging heating system to cost $23 million
Hy Len Arends
Staff Writer . ________
Walking around campus, one 
may notice an (Kcasional capped 
pipe, painted to resemble a 
mushroom, sticking out of the 
ground and spewing steam.
The escaping vapor means a 
leak has developed somewhere in 
the network of 40-year-old, un­
derground steam lines that 
provide room heat and hot water 
to the majority of buildings on 
campus, said Norm Jacobson, 
Cal Poly’s energy coordinator.
Jacobson said the aging sys­
tem’s state of decay results in 
major breaks in the steam lines 
five or six times a year. “It’s like 
Yellowstone National Park 
around here,” he said.
Bob Kitamura, director of 
facilities planning, agreed. “The 
system is old — maintenance is 
constant,” he said.
Jacobson believes a new sys­
tem is needed to replace the 
ailing network of pipes and 
boilers, a job he says will take 
$23 million to complete.
A proposal to replace Cal
Grand Avenue to get 
facelift for Arts Center
By Michelle Oel/.e
Staff Writer ________
Cal Poly’s Grand Avenue 
entrance is scheduled for a 
facelift at month’s end to 
enhance the main entryway to 
the soon-to-be built Performing 
Arts Center.
The city of San Luis Obispo 
signed a $362,493 contract 
with Southern Pacific Milling 
Company to repave the avenue, 
add bicycle lanes and build new 
concrete median islands.
Construction is expected to 
begin by July 30, said City En­
gineer Wayne Petersen.
At least two lanes will be 
open at all times during the 
construction, Petersen said, but 
there may be some traffic 
delays.
“The big change Cal Poly 
students will need to be aware 
of is that there will be an all­
way stop at Slack (Street) and 
Grand (Avenue),” Petersen 
said.
He said Grand Avenue will
be repaved from Monterey 
Street to Slack Street. A 
crosswalk will be added at the 
all-way stop at Slack Street 
and medians will be widened to 
accommodate more shrubbery.
Pacheco Elementary School 
will lose portions of its parking 
along Grand Avenue when bike 
lanes are added to the street.
“The (bike) lanes are being 
put in to make the street 
safer,” said City Project Desig­
ner Barbara Lynch.
A continuous median island 
in front of Pacheco School will 
eliminate left turns to and from 
Hayes Street. This will im­
prove pedestrian crossing to 
the sch(X)l and eliminate con­
flicts for buses turning into the 
school’s driveway, Lynch said.
Petersen said the project is 
expected to take about nine 
weeks to complete.
“We expect the work to be 
finished before (fall quarter) 
starts,” he said.
Poly’s decrepit underground 
steam heating network is part of 
a statewide bond measure to be 
voted on in the upcoming 
November election.
Construction is planned for 
sometime during the 1994-95 
academic year, pending final ap­
proval of funding, Jacobson said.
I f approved. Cal Poly’s steam 
heating system would be 
replaced with a hot water sys­
tem. The liquid system would 
operate at temperatures between 
180 and 200 degrees Fahrenheit 
— less than half as hot as the 
steam system. Jacobson said the 
lower heat level of the water is 
less destructive to piping and 
would therefore save money on 
maintenance and extend the life 
of the system.
Jacobson said as much as 35 
percent of the steam energy 
produced by the boiler plant on 
campus is wasted. That energy is 
spent warming the ground and 
outside air instead of the build- 
ings.
He said the poor condition of 
the underground pipes causes 
additional energy loss. He said 
the pipes have been weakened 
over time due to corrosion from 
both the steam inside the pipes 
and the soil they are buried in.
He said these conditions 
generally limit the effective 
lifespan of the piping to about 25 
years. Much of Cal Poly’s steam 
network, however, is 15 years 
older than that.
Jacobson’s proposal does away 
with the university’s boiler plant 
and its brittle pipe tentacles.
The centerpiece of the project 
is a utility conduit, dubbed a 
utilidor. TTie proposed system 
consists of a continuous string of 
concrete chambers, each ap­
proximately 12 feet long, eight 
feet wide and four feet deep, 
Jacobson said.
The chambers would house 
the heating system’s main feed
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Steaming ‘mushrooms’ mean trouble for underground heating pipes.
pipes away from the acidic soil, 
thereby adding 15 years to the 
pipes’ lifespan, Jacobson said. 
Branch pipelines to individual 
buildings, however, would be 
buried directly in the ground, 
just like the present system.
The self-contained nature of 
the utilidor would allow repair 
crews easier access to the heat­
ing system, Jacobson said. I f  a 
break or leak occurred some­
where in the utilidor, the 12-foot, 
concrete lid of each chamber 
could be lifted to check the 
piping, at a maintenance cost of 
about $500 per chamber, he said.
A  repair to the present main 
feed system, which runs right 
down the middle of Perimeter 
Road, requires major excavation
and typically costs $30,000, 
Jacobson said. Repairs also 
hinder traffic and damage the 
roadbed.
The concrete lids of the 
utilidor are proposed to serve as 
a sidewalk along its path, follow­
ing North and South Perimeter 
roads and running across the 
west end of campus to form a 
complete loop.
Jacobson said besides the 
easier maintenance advantage, 
the utilidor would allow room for 
additional utility systems nor­
mally buried under campus.
In Jacobson’s present plans, 
the u tilid o r would house 
upgT®^ ®^*^  electrical and domestic 
water systems as well as the 
heating pipes.
A R R E S T E D ?
Have you, a member o f your family, or a friend been charged with a DUI or other 
criminal offense? I f  so. we know what you’re going through and we can help.
For seventeen years, w e have represented local people in cou rtroom  appearances in San Luis Obispo and 
throughout California. ♦  S im ply call us for in form ation  o r make an appointm ent for a consultation. ♦  There 
is never a charge to answer your questions, advise you o f  you r rights and let you know  what w ill happen in 
court. ♦  W e don 't m ind taking the tim e to  talk to  you and we know  from  experience that you w ill feel much 
better know ing exactly what is go in g  on. ♦  If you  want a public defender, w e w ill tell you  how  to go  about that, 
too. ♦  A fter w e review  your case, i f  you  w ould like us to represent you, you will not have to go to court.
Drinking/Driving Defense Clinic
1014 Palm Street • San Luis Obispo • (805)543-7695
P S Y C H O L O G IC A L
SERVICES
Psychological Services provides counseling designed to 
help students deal with personal concerns such as:
Stress • Anxiety • Depression 
Family and interpersonal relations
Visits to A
Psycholoeical
Services ,  ^  P  ^
are free and ’ t  *
confidential. i
Ap jro in tm en ts  can be m ade by ca llin g  756-2511 
or by stopping by Student Services Bldg. 124, Room 119 
Monciay through Friday from Ham - 5pm
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Campus Watch gears up to take a bite out of crime
By Michelle ()el/e
Writer
Political science senior Trina 
Clayton feels unsafe when walk­
ing alone on campus at night.
“I don’t feel comfortable walk­
ing through areas that aren’t lit 
or (through) parking lots that are 
far away from the library,” she 
said.
Clayton said her fear grows 
every time she hears of a crime 
on campus or in San Luis 
Obispo.
“When you hear about sexual 
assaults and crimes happening 
so close to where you live, you 
tend to become more aware ... 
and afraid,” she said.
Tb help quell the fears of stu­
dents like Clayton, political 
science seniors Mike Crutchfield 
and Mike Yenigues recently 
develop>ed the Campus Watch 
Program.
The program is an offshoot of 
the Community Safety Aware­
ness Club (CSAC), started by 
\fenigues spring quarter.
Crutchfield and Yenigues said 
they developed the program be­
cause the danger on Cal Poly’s 
campus is serious.
Crutchfield, interim president 
of CSAC, said because of budget 
cuts Public Safety isn’t suffi­
ciently equipped to respond to 
everything that happens.
“The most dangerous part 
about Cal Poly is people tend to 
think there is no crime here,” 
said "Venigues. “People tend to
live with their doors open, and 
women tend to go jogging alone 
at night.”
Cal Poly Public Safety Inves­
tigator Mike Kennedy said the 
crime rate, per capita, in San 
Luis Obispo County — including 
Cal Poly — is the same as 
anywhere else in California.
Last year Cal Poly saw an in­
crease in the number of reported 
rapes — from 6ne rape in 1991, 
to three rapes and two attempted 
rapes in 1992, Kennedy said.
Starting this week, trained 
volunteers w ill attempt to 
prevent rapes and decrease other 
crimes on campus via foot patrols 
from sundown to midnight.
“We are extra eyes and extra 
ears,” said Crutchfield.
However, the club is not in­
tended as a crime intervention 
program, he said. I f  program 
volunteers see a crime in 
progress, they are trained to take 
notes, get an accurate descrip­
tion of the individuals involved 
and call for help on their police 
radios.
Police will respond to the 
crime within two minutes of a 
call, Crutchfield said, so chances 
of an attacker getting away are 
slim.
There are approximately 30 
student volunteers cuirently in­
volved in the program, \enigues 
said. By fall quarter, he expects 
the program to have 200 trained 
volunteers.
Although it is a volunteer 
program, it is also a professional
organization, Yenigues said. All 
volunteers participate in one 
week of training, which includes 
crisis intervention, assault 
prevention and first-aid certifica­
tion.
He said volunteers must sign 
a criminal history disclosure 
sheet and submit fingerprints to 
the Department of Justice. The 
fingerprints are used to identify 
and subsequently reject from the 
program any individuals who 
committed a felony.
Additionally, all volunteers 
are screened by a committee 
made up of a Public Safety of­
ficer and two Campus Watch 
leadership students. The screen­
ing ensures no volunteers hold 
racial or gender biases, 'Venigues 
said.
“It ’s very important that 
volunteers are friendly with 
people,” he said. “(It ’s important) 
that they’re out there to assist 
(and) they don’t have an attitude 
of enforcement or authority, be­
cause they don’t.”
During summer quarter, one 
or two pairs of volunteers per 
night will patrol specific areas on 
campus targeted for monitoring. 
Areas such as the Rec Center, 
the library and the University 
Union will be heavily patrolled 
from sundown to midnight.
This fall, four pairs of volun­
teers will work a nightly, three- 
hour shift for the entire quarter, 
%nigues said. There are two 
shifts per night — from 6 p.m. to 
9 p.m. and from 9 p.m. to mid­
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Volunteers like political science Junior Jack Manning are beginning 
to monitor campus at night as part of the Campus Watch program.
night. The plan is for each pair of 
volunteers to patrol one of the 
four sectors on campus that 
Public Safety has designated.
Yenigues said the primary sec­
tor for patrol is the student 
dorms and parking lots R-1 and 
R-2. Other areas of focus include 
the campus perimeters and park­
ing lots.
Male and female volunteers 
will be teamed together to en­
sure objectivity, Yenigues said.
“We like to think of it as 
people helping people, instead of 
making it a gender issue,” 
Yenigues said. “A  male may have 
a different view of a (sexual as­
sault) than a female, so if you 
have both genders (viewing the 
same crime), it will ensure the 
truth.”
Each Campus Watch volun­
teer wears a jacket and an offi­
cial photo identification. 
See CAMPUS WATCH, page 11
S p e c i a l  I s s u e
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R e s e r v e  y o u r  s p a c e  to d a y  •  7 5 6 -1 1 4 3
KONA'S
SERVE
FROZEN
YOGURT
Located 
behind 
Burger KIrrg 
and Kinkoa 
on Foothill Blvd. 
Make Your Own 
Yogurt Crealionl 
We Have over 
30 Topplrigall
O  off
w i t h  t h i s  c o u p o n
One coupon per customer EXP 7-22-93
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ — _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ —
CONSIDERING LIVING 
IN A HOUSE NEXT YEAR 
INSTEAD OF AN APARTMENT?
THEN C0N5IPEK THE HIPPEN COSTS:
\Natcr b/7/s, ec^cr and qarba^e fees, cable TV charges
CONSIPER THE FACILITIES USUALLY MISSINO: 
On-site management, prompt maintenance service, 
laundry facilities, swimming pool, prívate parking lot, 
security, home furnishings, landscape maintenance
CONSIPER THE PAILY ORINP OF PRIVINO: 
On-campus parking shortage, $30 quarterly permits, 
fuel costs, depreciation and Insurance risk, increased 
congestion and air pollution, wasted time, frustration
IF ALL THIS ADOS UP TO MOPE THAN YOU SARGAINEP FOR, SEE HOW MUCH EASIER IT CAN SE. COME SEE USI
DELUXE ONE AND TWO BEDROOM TOWNHOMES
Three blocks from campus Renting now: 543 2032
Inventory
Reduction
ON ALL 19 93
Slm oaeST O ne Mtn. B ikes
in stock!!!
Prices so LOW you won't believe -
SA V E  OVER $ 1 0 0
on all models.
**No layaways or special orders at these prices**
Receive a
30 Day & 
6 Month 
Tune-Up
with each 
bike purchased
B road
Street
B ik e s
OPEN 7 DAYS 541-5878 741 HUMBERT ST., SLO
JUST OFF THE 2700 BLOCK OF SOUTH BROAD
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Opinion
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COMMENTARY
Common courtesy
Not long ago I was talking to 
a friend about the consideration, 
or lack thereof, that people seem 
to have for one another. My com­
plaint concerned another person 
who says we’re friends but keeps 
standing me up whenever we 
agree to meet. I was quite an­
noyed with this person because I 
spent time waiting for her — 
time and effort that was wasted.
My question was simple: 
“Doesn’t this person feel any con­
sideration for my feelings? 
Doesn’t she know that I have 
better things to do than wait for 
someone who won’t show up?”
My friend replied, “She’s a 
typical Californian, just like me. 
We do what we feel like. We 
think about the feelings of the 
other people involved, but then 
we just go ahead with our own 
plans. That’s just the way life is 
around here.”
Because I have lived on the 
East Coast for most of my life 
and have only recently moved to 
California, my friend assumed, 
correctly enough, that I didn’t 
know what life was like around 
here. I was more troubled, 
however, by his assertion that 
“consideration” was an unknown 
word in the vocabulary of most 
Californians.
I would not allow myself to 
believe it.
My friend felt that I was just 
being naive because I came from 
a well-to-do family. He said I was 
like a spoiled brat that lives in a 
big mansion and eats Grey 
Poupon all the time. Hey, my 
family is well-off — but we aren’t 
millionaires. Far from it. Heck, 
my parents aren’t even going to 
have their taxes raised by our 
President. My friend knew what 
he said was untrue, but he never 
apologized.
With friends like these, who 
needs enemies?
This isn’t the first time I have 
questioned our society’s lack of 
common courtesy. Most people 
concede that courtesy has been 
replaced by self-indulgence.
From my experience, it seems
By Jeffrey Jen
that consideration and caring 
have become as popular as the 
average politician. I f  you are con­
siderate toward other people, you 
are “uncool” — a geek with no 
backbone. I f  you raise your head 
up high and put on a cocky man­
ner, you are confident — a per­
son who is worth getting to 
know.
Pardon me, but shouldn’t that 
be reversed? Shouldn’t we value 
thoughtfulness and chivalry over 
attitude and self-interest?
Don’t we all want friends who 
will be there for us, who will 
keep an eye open for when things 
aren’t going our way? People 
can’t possibly want friends who 
are only interested in themselves 
and what they might possibly 
gain from the relationship.
Some people say, “Do unto 
others what others have done to 
you.” One person who just 
finished his freshman year with 
me said he had been teased by 
upperclassmen. But he was ex­
cited about coming back tlus fall 
as a sophomore. The reason? He 
was eager to dish out similar 
abuse to some new students.
Hey, nothing wrong with a lit­
tle self-indulgent fun. Don’t 
worry about these younger 
people’s feelings. Enjoy yourself.
That attitude disgusts me.
In high school, I was teased 
and verbally abused so much 
that I felt like the official Class 
Scapegoat at times. "Vfet I have 
refused, then and now, to act 
similarly toward even more vul­
nerable people. Why should I get 
back at innocent bystanders 
when I really didn’t like the self- 
indulgent abusers? I would be 
just stooping down to the very 
level that I hate.
When I first came to Cal Poly, 
there were upperclassmen who 
would rib me, but I also had 
many friends who were juniors 
and seniors. They didn’t try to 
hurt my feelings for their own 
satisfaction. They actually 
helped me through my first year 
a gp’eat deal. These are people 
who I am proud to call my
friends. These are people who 
will be there for me when I need 
help.
There is hope. Not everyone 
agrees with my fnend that self- 
interest has supplanted con­
sideration. I presented the same 
argument to another friend. She 
felt that i f  this person always 
“flakes” on me, it’s her loss. 
Eventually people like me will 
get tired of her.
Consideration toward your 
fellow man is NEVER a waste. 
Everyone has something to offer 
and YOU benefit from treating 
others with dignity and courtesy.
While I may not exactly fit the 
term “popular,” more than one 
person has confided in me that I 
am “a nice person and a good 
friend.” Why? Because I care 
about their feelings. When I see 
a friend in distress my first reac­
tion is to ask how I can help 
THEM, not how the situation afi 
fects ME. It’s a simple and 
honest feeling that people ap­
preciate.
'Ib be a friend means to be 
considerate and helpful; a person 
others can always count on when 
they need someone.
And to those people who say, 
“I didn’t create this world, I just 
live in it,” I say hooey!
In the grand scheme of things, 
maybe one person can’t make 
much of a difference in the lives 
of everyone else. But, if all of us 
just made the effort to consider 
how our actions might hurt other 
people, and temporarily weighed 
another person’s anguish over 
our own happiness, then there 
can and will be a difference.
Everyone wants to be happy. 
So why can’t we ALL be happy? 
After all, we were all created by 
the BIG GUY. We all live on this 
Earth. We are all human beings. 
We all have feelings of joy and 
sorrow.
We are all in this together.
Jeffrey Jen is a journalism 
sophomore. This is his first 
quarter reporting for Summer 
Mustang.
le tte r s  to  t h e  e d ito r
An open letter 
to President Baker
Dear President Baker:
I’ve carefully watched the development and growth of Cal 
Poly since my graduation in 1951. My interest in Poly has con­
tinued as my three children are also graduates. We are major 
believers in the “Cal Poly Learn by Doing” practical philosophy.
Bluntly, President Baker, my question is: “Is this 
philosophy still a valid one?”
I read the alumni publications aoout new instructors at 
Poly. These descriptions seem to indicate the majority are 
academics with advanced degrees but without field or real 
working experience. Does a potential instructor have to have 
advanced degrees to teach or is work experience with a simple 
B.S. degree sufficient to make a Cal Poly teacher? Both would 
be even better.
Remembering a while back, some of the best education I 
received was from instructors short on advanced degrees but 
long on field working exjjerience. My children, who are more 
recent graduates, had this same learning experience. They add 
that lately more instructors had the degrees but were sadly 
lacking in the practical experience of the “working world.” Is 
this true? I f  so, why is this? And is it by intent?
I have supported the alumni programs, have contributed 
modestly to many of the fund drives, taught seminars at Cal 
Poly and would like to continue to dc so. However, I feel the 
basic premise on which Cal Poly has grown can seriously be 
weakened by a staff of “academic professional students” who 
don’t really have the knowledge of what is needed in the work 
place.
I hope this is an illusion and the impressions given in 
publications and press releases are somehow incorrect. That is 
why I ’m appealing to you to explain clearly to me and all, 
whose support the “Charter Campus Concept” needs, that the 
“redesign” of the university will retain this original premise. A 
“Learn By Doing” education is still a positive need for students 
entering the work place today as well as the future. I really 
want to support the growth of Cal Poly; please help me to do so.
Dale R. Thompson 
Mechanical Engineering (’51)
Summer Mustang wants you!
Summer Mustang encourages its readers to let us know 
what they think of what they see in this newspaper.
Think we mishandled a controversial issue? Why not take a 
few minutes and write us a letter telling us so! Think we did 
something well? Well, we’d like to hear about that, too.
The Opinion Page o f Summer Mustang is reserved for just 
about anything that’s on your mind. Letters to the Editor are 
always welcomed. Anything in the paper is fair game. For that 
matter, anything on campus or in San Luis Obispo is fair 
game.
Things tend to be a little slow around campus during sum­
mer quarter. Why not boost to your day by telling us — and 
your fellow students —  what’s on your mind.
Remember, you to can liven up your life by writing to Sum­
mer Mustang. Who knows? Eternal fame and glory might 
await you!
POLICIES
Commentaries and reporter's notebooks are the opinions of the 
author and do not necessarily reflect the viewpoints of Summer 
Mustang. Unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion of the 
editorial staff.
Letters to the editor should be typed, less than 250 words, and 
should include the author's name, phone number and major or 
occupation. Because of space limitations, shorter letters have a 
better chance of appearing in Summer Mustang.
Commentaries should be between two and three pages (between 
800 and 1,000 words), double-spaced, and turned in to the opinion 
editor's box at Summer Mustang. Commentaries are welcome from 
students, faculty and members of the community; submission does 
not insure publication. Summer Mustang's opinion staff reserves the 
right to edit letters and commentaries for length, accuracy and 
clarity. Submissions to the opinion page or inquiries about Summer 
Mustang can be made at the Mustang Daily office. Graphic Arts room 
226.
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entertainment
c a l e n d a r ] Village revives 16th century England
t h t i r s d a y ,  J u l y  15
□  Loco Ranchero presents 
Supreme Love Gods with special 
guests Pure and Moth Macabre 
in an 18 and over show.
□  Shival Experience plays SLO 
B rew ing Co. at 9:30 p.m. for a 
$2 cover.
□  Kenneth Hunter plays folk 
music at the Earth ling Book­
shop at 8 p.m. in a pass the hat 
show.
f r i d a y ,  j u l y  16
□  SLO B rew ing Co. presents 
Munkafust at 9:30 for a $3 cover.
□  Came Lowgren plays the 
Earth ling Bookshop at 8 p.m. 
in a pass the hat show.
Saturday, jtdy 17
□  IjOco Ranchero hosts an 18 
and over 70’s Disco Inferno 
Dance Party.
□  SLO B rew ing Co. features 
Inka Inka at 9:30 p.m. for a $2 
cover.
□  Hisao Shinagawa plays Lin- 
naea’s Cafe at 8 p.m. in a pass 
the hat show.
□  The Earth ling Bookshop
features guitarist Bill Roalman 
in a pass the hat show at 8 p.m.
Central Coast Renaissance returns to El Chorro Park
By Kelly Rice 
Staff Writer
Merry old England during the 16th 
century was a time of rebirth — a time of 
revival for classical art, literature and 
learning. Unfortunately, experiencing the 
Renaissance period can only be accom­
plished through reading books, visiting 
museums and watching movies.
Exc^t for this weekend, when 16th 
century England can be revisited at El 
Chorro Regional Park during the ninth 
annual Central Coast Renaissance Festi­
val.
The event provides visitors the op­
portunity to take a trip back in time and 
experience life as it might have been in 
the year 1575.
Rick Smith, public relations repre­
sentative for the festival, said thousands 
of people arrive from all over California to 
attena the event featuring more than 
1,000 actors and vendors in full Renais­
sance costume. The actors speak and be­
have as if it were really the 16th century. 
Smith said.
“You will see eve^thing from the 
lowest street urchins to Queen Elizabeth,” 
he said. “Our costumes are extremely au­
thentic and everyone knows how to speak 
in the vernacular of that time.”
Smith said El Chorro Regional Park 
is transformed into Donnybrook, a make- 
believe English village with small shops, 
buildings, craft stalls, stages and gaming 
areas.
“We have three stages with continu­
ous entertainment— everything from bits 
of Shakespeare, comedy, dancing, jug­
gling, music, (to) magic and puppet snows,” 
Smith said.
The festival also features plenty of 
traditional food and drink, Smith said.
“We have everything from traditionally 
roasted turkey legs, barbecue beef ribs, 
chicken, steax, pastries and a lot of foreign 
foods from the ‘Far East’ or the ‘New World’,” 
Smith said. 'Traditional ales, beers, fine wines.
as well as juices, teas and sparkling drinks will 
be available for those who wish to quench their 
thirst.
losing themselves in time.
“It’s a flirtatious kind of event; you’re caught up 
in the moment,” he said. “Ana it’s a good psy­
chological release to be someone else for a 
day.”
Smith helped start the festival nine 
years ago with his friend, Mary Ann 
Carlson. Carlson now serves as president 
ofthe Central Coast Renaissance Histori­
cal Society.
Their first effort at staging the event 
was relatively small in size.ly
“We had less than 50 entertainers, 
and only 2,500 people from the public 
attended,” Smith said.
“Now, we have over 12,000 people come 
(from all over the state) ana, hopefully, 
this year, it will be even bigger.”
Carlson said they never expected the 
event to go as long as it has.
"It kind of took off by itself and had a 
mind of its own,” she said.
Carlson believes the Renaissance Fes­
tival is popular because it is an inexpen­
sive family event.
“The prices are kept low ... we’ve only 
raised (tnem)twice,” sne said. “And there’s 
a lot of things you can do as a family.
"It’s an educational way to spend the 
day — you’re having fun and always learn­
ing something.”
Carlson said the festival is something 
that everyone should try.
“I f you’ve never done something like 
this, it’s really magical," she said. "If 
you’re in the mood and you’re open to it, 
you'll be carried away.”
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Artwork by Stevs Mortansen
Smith said the beauty of the statewide 
celebration is the idea of visitors temporarily 6-12
The Central Coast Renaissance 
Festival is open from 10 a,m. to 6p.nu 
at El Chorro Regional Park, off High­
way 1, between San Luis Obispo and 
Morro Bay, Free parking is available 
at Cuesta College with a shuttle ser­
vice to the festival. Admission for 
adults is $7, seniors and children ages 
: $5, and children under six get in free.
Galerle opens student show
Exhibit brings recognition to student artists
STEVE McCRANK/Summer Mustang
Carlo Carbajal’o series of three facial drawings are part of the exhibit.
By Lisa Iruguin 
Staff Writer
While some students at Cal 
Poly take a class and spend that 
time doodling on pieces of 
notebook paper, other students 
are graded for the drawings they 
do in class.
Some of this artwork can be 
seen at the “Student Art Show 
1993” exhibit in the University 
Union Galerie from July 7 
through September 3.
Graphic comm unications 
senior Jennifer Healy is a stu­
dent assistant at the Galerie and 
said most of the work came from 
class assignments in the art 
department.
“Eight students are a part of 
the show, with artwork ranging 
from watercolors and figure 
drawings to black and white and 
color photography,” she said.
“I contacted some art majors I 
knew were in town for the sum­
mer and basically asked for any­
thing (they had),” she added.
Art and design senior Carlo 
Carbajal is one of the featured 
artists. He recycled scrap paper 
for one of his figure drawings 
and newspaper to enhance 
another.
Carbajal also has a set of 
three facial paintings on display 
which capture intense and lonely 
expressions, Healy said. 'The 
drawings are done with a 
marine-colored marker and oil 
pencil.
Healy said she admired the 
series because, although it seems 
easy to do, it was difficult and 
time-consuming to create.
“I’ve heard people look at the 
art and its loose form and say, ‘I 
could do that,’ ” she said. “They 
just don’t realize how hard it 
really is.”
Healy has some of her own 
artwork on display in the show.
One of her pieces is a face 
with the eye, nose and mouth on 
their own separate squares that 
add a second dimension to the 
drawing.
Healy said the facial features 
were taken from a famous sculp­
ture, and it was drawn with 
charcoal on colored paper.
Healy also has two pieces of 
art done with watercolors, the 
medium she likes to work with 
most.
“It was a lot o f hard work, but 
I just took it one piece at a time 
and eventually it all came 
together,” she said.
CONCERTS
“I think the Galerie is a good 
place to get recognition tor all 
the hard work each artist puts 
into each piece,” she added.
Art and design senior Ruben 
Mosqueda also enjoys the recog­
nition the show brings after all 
the work.
Out o f Mosqueda’s many 
pieces of artwork on display, his 
favorite is a “fantasy animal” 
drawn in inks. 'The creature is an 
exotic combination of a bird and 
iguana.
“It was done in an advanced 
drawing class, and it took a lot of 
time,” he said. “I’m really proud 
of the outcome.
“Many people don’t think of 
Cal Poly as an art school and are 
pleasantly surprised with what 
they see (at the Galerie),” he 
said. “('The show) ... is a chance 
to experience something else 
from Cal Poly students.”
Healy agreed and said the 
show gives people a chance to see 
what art majors are doing on this 
campus.
Both artists said they hope 
people who see the artwork in 
the U.U. will visit the art depart­
ment in the Dexter Building to 
see other student works on dis­
play.
KCPR TOP-10 ALBUMS _ _  _
w , e e k ‘ e n d i n j >  7 / 1 1 / 9 3 '  half area veutura area los angeles area
1. Shadowy Men on a
Shadowy Planet
"Sportfishin"'
2. Opium Den
"Diary o f a Drunken Sun'
3. FugazI
"In on the Kill Taker"
4. Idaho
"The Palms"
5. Liz Phair
"Exile in Guyville "_____
6. All Farka Toure
"The Source"
7. Giant Sand
"Center o f the Universe'
8. The Fall
"The Infotainment Scan'
9. The Cranes 
"Everywhere"
10. MC Lyte
"Ain't No Other"
□  MicheUe Shocked, 7/20, The □  Jellyfish/Antenna, 7/20, Ven- 
Warfield. tura Concert 'Theatre.
□  L y le  Lovett/Rosanne Cash, 
7/23, Greek 'Theatre.
□  Emmylou Harris/ Rosilee, 
8/20, Ventura Concert 'Theatre.
□  S ad e/D igab le  P la n e ts , □  Restless Heart, 7/23, Ventura 
7/27,28, C on cord  P a v i l -  Concert Theater. 
lion/Shoreline Amphitheater.
□  World Party, 7/24, Santa 
Monica Civic Center.
□  Sade/Digable Planets, 7/30, 
Irvine Meadows Amphitheater.
□  Steve M iller Band, 7/31, Ir­
vine Meadows Amphitheater.
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Opera comes to the coast New s and Events
Hy Su/unne ll(M)k
Staff Writer
A romantic night of “Opera- 
Under the Stars” is planned this 
Saturday amidst acres of 
vineyards at the Martin Brothers 
Winery’s outdoor amphitheater.
“It is a gorgeous event,” said 
Cynthia Reed, public relations 
manager for the Martin Brothers 
Winery. “The beautiful evening 
offsets wines, romance and the 
opera.”
The elegant evening features 
a performance by the San Fran­
cisco Opera Center and the 
Italian cuisine of Cahcxit’s Cater­
ing.
The troupe is performing for 
its fourth year in a row at the 
Martin Brothers amphitheater.
Singers from the center per­
form on stages all over the world. 
In recent years they have won 
some of the music field’s most 
prestigious awards, including the 
Tchaikovsky, the Richard Tucker 
and the Munich competitions.
Cah(X)t’s Catering of Paso 
Robles will offer guests a deli­
cious opera menu featuring a 
variety of Italian lasagna and 
meatball dishes.
Martin Brothers Winery will 
provide souvenir wine glasses 
upon admission and guests will 
have the opportunity to purchase 
wines by the bottle from the 
winery’s new Italian varieties.
By Heather Lynch
Staff Writer
W
Photos by Lisa Kohler
Opera singers Mika Shigematsu (left) and Stephen Guggenheim of the 
San Francisco Opera Center will perform at Martin Brother's Winery.
KST 101.3 FM participated in 
the promotion and sp>onsorship of 
“Opera Under the S tars” 
program.
Rick Young, the station’s 
program director, will act as 
master of ceremonies for the 
event.
“We are happy to be able to 
promote various kinds of fine 
musical events,” Young said. “We 
think Martin Brothers is one of 
the finest outdoor venues on the 
Central Coast.”
Martin Brothers Winery plans
the event each year to promote 
its wines and provide opera 
entertainment for the Central 
Coast.
Reed feels the area does not 
offer enough opera. “We enjoy 
putting on this event for our 
community,” she said.
Over 1,200 people travel 
across the country each year to 
eryoy the evening, and have been 
accompanied by a full moon 
every time.
“I’m sure there will be a full 
moon once again,” Reed said.
Festival Vounds-up' bluesmen
Heather McLaughlin
Staff Writer
The Blues Round Up is com­
ing Saturday, July 17 to the 
Pacific Beverage Facility in 
downtown Santa Margarita.
This event is sponsored by the 
San Luis Obipso Blues Society, 
and it features the sounds of 
Charlie Musselwhite from Los 
Angeles, Taildraggers from 
Santa Barbara and King Ernest
and Arthur Adams, both from 
Chicago.
The outdoor show and bar­
becue will last from 6 p.m. until 
midnight.
The Blues Society is a non­
profit, volunteer organization 
that prom otes indigenous 
American music. It was founded 
14 years ago.
Kevin Shaw, the current 
president of the Blues Society, 
said the members share one com­
mon interest. “We exist, so we 
can dance,” Shaw said.
There will be limited seating, 
and doors open at 5:30.
Tickets for this concert are 
$14 for Blues Society members 
and $16 for the general 
public. They are sold only in 
advance and are available at 
Boo Boo Records in San Luis 
Obispo and Grover Beach, the 
Margarita Mercantile or by 
calling 438-5080.
Simply Shrimp Restaurant 
will host its second Winemaker 
Dinner featuring Victor Hugo 
Roberts of award-winning Cres­
tón Vineyards on July 25. 
Roberts will discuss each wine 
and why it was chosen for each 
course of the event’s five course 
meal. Dinner begins at 4:30 p.m. 
Pre-paid tickets are $42 per per­
son and include dinner and all 
beverages. For more information 
contact Mike Conti at 542-0237.
Seapines Golf Resort in Los 
Osos will host a hole-in-one 
shootout and golf fair on July 24 
and 25 to benefit the Greenhills 
School of San Luis Obispo. Gol­
fers will pay $1 per ball to shoot 
at a hole 100 yards away. 
Anyone landing a ball within 
three feet of the hole advances to 
the semifinal round. Golfers with 
the 20 closest balls to the hole in 
the semifinals will have a shot at 
a hole in one and $25,000. 
Finalists will be awarded prizes 
and the winner receives a trip for 
two to San Diego. Local golfing 
pros will conduct free lessons to 
groups of six on a first come, first 
serve basis. Contact Fred Ver- 
nacchia at 544-3767 for more in­
formation.
This Sunday, The American 
Cancer Society and Talley 
Vineyards presents “Summer 
Jazz Sunday” featuring the San 
Luis Jazz Band from 12 to 3 p.m. 
at Talley Vineyards. Live music, 
wine tasting, children’s activities 
and a raffle will highlight the 
day. Old Country Deli will 
provide a barbecue. The San Luis 
Jazz Band will perform a wide 
range of jazz music, including 
pop, bebop, progressive and 
fusion. Guests are encouraged to 
bring blankets and low beach 
chairs. All proceeds benefit the 
American Cancer Society. Tick-
ets must be purchased by per­
sons over 21 at the American 
Cancer Society, Talley Vineyards 
and Big Music. For more infor­
mation call 543-1481.
The Sycamore Natural Herb 
Farm will sponsor the annual 
Basil Festival to benefit the 
Foundation for the Performing 
Arts Center on August 7 from 11 
a.m. to 5 p.m. There will be a 
huge selection of fresh cut and 
potted live basil and other herbs. 
Basil-oriented food and drinks 
will be for sale. Upper Crust Res­
taurant, Ian’s of Cambria, Buona 
Tkvola, Hoppe’s 901, Salsitas and 
SLO Maid will sell basil dishes. 
Little Sisters Gourmet Foods of 
Garden Farms will have free 
samples of their specialty foods. 
Admission is $2 for adults and 
children are free. For more infor­
mation contact Cliff Stepp or 
Brian Moseley at 481-0760. 
** * ««**** «
Grammy Award-winning ar­
ranger, producer and jazz 
musician Fletch Wiley will per­
form at House of Prayer Church 
tomorrow at 8 p.m. He will play 
from his latest release “Lift High 
the Lord.”
House of Prayer Church is on 
811 El Capitan Way in San Luis 
Obispo. For mere information 
call 541-2107.
4c *««41
South Bay Community Center 
will sponsor Lee Broshears’ “Pil­
low Concert” on July 23 at 7 p.m. 
The concert features audience 
participation songs and tradi­
tional children’s music. Parents 
are encouraged to b ring 
blankets, however chairs will be 
provided. Doors open and food 
sales will begin at 6:30 p.m. The 
South Bay Community Center is 
located at 2180 Palisades Ave. in 
Los Osos. Tickets are $2 per per­
son or $7 per family. For more in­
formation contact Moya at 
528-4169.
T O R A N l
S Y R U P  R E C I P E  B O O K
( f  W H E N  Y O U
P U R C H A S E  A 
B O T T L E  O F  
T O R A N l  S Y R U P
,  _________
T O R A N l  S y r u p  $ 6 . 0 0  a B o t t l e .
F r e e  r e c i p e  b o o k  a v a i l a b l e  w h i l e  s u p p l i e s  l a s t .  
JULIAN'S IS LOCATED ON THE FIRST FLOOR OF THE UNIVERSITY UNION.
J A U D I
YOU DIDNI* COMPROMISE 
ON YOUR AUTOMORILE, 
w m r COMPROMISE 
ON IT  S MAINTENANCE.
Your car was designed to provide years of 
trouble-free driving—when maintained correct­
ly. Don’t trust your investment to some guy 
who “ fixes” cars between fill-ups. He might 
miss that minor repair that could later cost you 
a major overhaul. At German Auto we’ll pro­
vide the conscientious service you 
deserve —at a reasonable cost. ■ ■1151 
You’ll enjoy greater perfor- German
mance, ano greater peace of lo  a
mind A u t o
Specializing in Porsche, Audi. BMW, Mercedes, Volvo & VW
273 Pacific Street, San Luis Obispo 543-7473
iS pecim i F r i t e !
for a Umiled lime 
I lU parttcifkttinn itores
“TCßV”
The Country*s Best Yogurt®
01993 TC0Y Systems. Ine All the
 ^ About Our 
loi Birthday Cakes!
a o o o f f
Any “TCBV.” Pie or Cake 
Over $10.00
Including Birthday Cakes.
None of the Guilt
I Plus« [K«s«nt trus coupon Mtort orMrmg On« orOir p«r coupon ptr customtr p«r visP Oftr pood onty «t 
'  particH»tino*Tvnr;stor«$ Not pood combination wttn othtf promobonal otter Customtr must pay any salts 
I tax dut Cash value i/lOO ot a cant Otter expires W 7f9i Vom) where prohibited 01993 TC6Y Systems,
/lny“TCBV”
Menu Item 
Over $1.50
Excluding Spedtl Promotional Items
PiMse present this coupon before orderiM Or>c 
order per coupon per customer per visit Otter pood 
oMy at participatinp ’ m v :  stores Not pood m 
combmatron with any other promotional otter 
Customer must pay arry sales tax due Cash value 
1/100otac«tt Offer expires 8/07/93 Void where
prohibited 0 1993 TCBY Systems. Inc
?06
A n y - K W r  
Menu Item 
Over $1.50
Excluding Special Promotional Items
Please presentthis coupon before ordenra One 
order per coupon per customer per visit Otter pood 
only at participatinp ‘l a v :  stores Not m 
combination with any other promotionaT otter 
Ciistomr must pay any sales tax due Cash value 
1/100Ota cent Offer expires 8/07/93 Void where 
prohibifed C 1993 TCBY Systems. Inc
• Non-Dairy 
• Non-Fat
• Cholesterol Free
• Only 25 Calories
Per Ounce
NOT AVAI LABLE  IN 
ALL STORES EVERY DAY
Lucky Shopping Center on Foothill Drive (Next to Subway)
 ^ TyM
*•«
Drop by El Corral Bookstore 
fo r  all your Textbooks, General 
reading books, School & Ojfice 
supplies. Computers & Computer 
software. Cal Poly clothing & 
Gifts, Snacks, and much morel
l.-FRI li E IC b rra l
B o o b to re
^""Copeland’s Sports*
L.fí. G G 3^
CATAPULT 3/4
CASUAL
NIKE 
BIG CORTEZ
Soft full grain 
laathar uppar 
with full 
length EVA 
midsola. 
Diac 
•tyia
cm:
ASICS 
GEL SAGA
Asie« Gal cushioning 
systam. Whit#/ 
RadBlack 
only. Sites 
9 13 only 
Disc, 
color
Laathar uppar bashatball shoa with tha 
catapult support systam. Style >4260 
Oiscontinuad style. 3 colors to 
choosa from. Slightly irregular
99
A PAIR
FILA CLASSIC 
TENNIS
ray laathar uppar 
Iannis shoe 
with EVA 
midsola 
Disc 
color
M EN'S
NIKE COURT 
FORCE 3/4
Laathar uppar 
 ^bashatball 
shoe 
Disc 
style
FILA FX 200 
HIGH
Leather upper, 
basketball 
shoe with 
lo u ^  
ankle 
strap.
REEBOK NEW BALANCE 
AURORA LOW 675 TENNIS
Leather uppar Soft laathar
crosetrainar upper.
Disc. Slight
style.
YOUR
CHOICE
CAN YO N
SIERRA
Suede A nylon 
uppar. Steal
A PR.
HI-TEC 
CT  RUGGED
Soft nawbuck 
uppar, carbon 
rubber
.outsote.
P Q 9 9
WKKM A PAIR
NIKE LADY AIR NIKE LADY AIR 
ELITE HIGH TRANSITION
Air sole cushioning FORCE HI
•lyi.
jihoa Oise, 
style.
AVIA LADY 
455 HI
Leather upper
with 
canti 
levar 
xutsole.
REEBOK LADY 
STADIUM CT
Soft leather 
uppar. 
Disc
YOUR
CHOICE
IÏÏÎT7T
RIDGE 
EMERALD BAY
Nylon uppar. 
thickly padded 
ankle
FILA 
SUEDE HIKER
Durable and 
lightweight. 
Carbon 
rubber 
[outsola.
A PR.
HI-TEC 
S IE R R A  LITE
1000 denier 
nylon upper 
Carbon 
rubber 
»utsole
MIKE BASKETBALL I REEBOK BASKETBALLM!KEi0^
AIR RAID MAGNUM FORCE
Large volume Air sole Sold in Spring *93 
unit in for $78. Style i  6300- 
■ “  ■ 38000.
Black/ 
Pecan. 
Disc.
YOUR
CHOICE
SURF BOYZ 
SOLID TWILL 
SHORTS
Special purchase 
100 cotton
A PR.
R c c b ò k
D-TIME PUMP DOUBLE PUMP
Raabok Pump fit 
system. Style > 3003 
“  8000.
Gray/ 
Black. 
Disc, 
color.
Unique dual chamber 
Pump 
support 
system. 
Disc, 
style.
YOUR
CHOICE
ATHLETIC APPAREL
99
105 LB. 
WEIGHT SET
Includes: Cast iron 
plates. S' chrome bar 
with collars. <2> 
dumbbell handles w/
collars.
SURF BOYZ
100% COTTON
STRIPEO
T-SHIRT
160 CHROME 
WEIGHT SET
Includes: Chrome 
plates. S' chrome bar 
w/collars. (2) chrome 
dumbbell 
handles w/ 
collars.r
LYCRA 
SWIM WEAR
FOR MEN t  WOMEN
CURRENT PRICE
A PR.
SUNCLOUD
SUNGLASSES
Polarised, rose or 
amber lenses. 100°' 
UV protection. .Sold 
in Spring ‘93 for $7S I 
to$11S '
HEAVY OUTY 
STANDARD 
WEIGHT BENCH
.  I  With 1*9 
■ developer 
A adjustable 
uprights. 
For use 
with S' 
or 6‘ 
bar
Parti •!
300 LB. 
INTERNATIONAL 
WEIGHT SET 
a  BENCH
PACKAGE
ympian
Partial
ataambly
rasuirad
SPALD IN G  
A IR  FLITE 
GOLF B A LLS
Special purchase. 
First Quality 
doten pack.
FAM ILY  
DOM E TENT
Full site free 
standing tent.
GOLF
PU TTERS
Special group.
6 style 
to
choose
from
Reg.
$14.99
M ZN
DELUXE
WESTERN
CAMPER
2 bags xip 
together.
3 lb. 
fill.
. A ' . ’-/ •
1 9 .9 9
^  EACH OR
2 .„'35
“ N A ILE R ”
TROUBLE
WOOD
Wood head with 
brass insert.
Reg.
$29.99
THRU
SUNDAY
9 9
EA.
W ILSON
ADVANTAGE
Midsixe 
wide body. 
Reg. 
$29.99
THRU SUNDAY
1 9 1 ®
PR IN C E
CLA SS IC
Oversixe graphite 
composite 
Reg 
$69 99
THRU SUNDAY
491®
PAC IFIC
D ESIGN S
T IM BER LIN E
Modified
mummy
Kp /'J A
M ZH
TANOE
4 lb. fill. 
Heavy duty 
camping 
bag.
SQ U AR E  
DOM E TENT
2 person free 
standing design.
1.« 1 Gjmm.,
\2t 3 9 .9 9EACH OR
591® 2.„'70 391®
Quantities 8 sites limited to stock on hand. Advertisad merchandise may be available at sale prices in upcoming 
sales events. The prices in this ad represent our current, everyday prices unless otherwise noted.
Prices may change alter 7/1$ 93
Copeland’s Sports
9 6 2  M O N TE R E Y  STREET
SAN LUIS OBISPO
HOURS: MON-WED 10-6. THURS 10-9.FRI&SAT 10-7. SUN 11-5
special Issue
Week of Welcome
T h u r s d a y , J u l y  15, 19 93 SUMMER M u s t a n g
D i s p l a y A d v e r t i s i n g  R a t e s
2  c o l . X 4 ” ....... .......$ i o o
2  c o l . X 6 ” ....... .......$ 1 5 0
3  c o l . X 4 " ....... .......$ 1 5 0
3  c o l . X 8 " ........ .......$ 3 0 0
3  c o l . X 1 2 ” ....... ....... $ 4 5 0
5  c o l . X 8 ” ........ .......$ 5 0 0
5  c o l . X 1 6 " ....... .. $ 1 ,0 0 0
C all 756-1143 to contact your A d  Rep today!
16,000 copies circulated. Deadline is Friday, August 6.
DISPOSABLE TINTED 
CONTACT LENSES
C IB A ’S New Vues® SOFTCDOLORS 
TH E FIRST W EEKLY DISPOSABLE  
W IT H  AN E N H AN CIN G  TINT. 
JU S T  CALL A N D  M A K E  AN  
A P P O IN T M E N T  FO R A
F R E E  T R Y -O N ! !
Optometrie Services of Sar» Luis Obispo 
Dr. David Schultz
778 MARSH STREET, SLO 543-5200
ALSO, DISPOSABLE LENSES TO CORRECT ASTIGMATISM
ei
BROADSTREET
GOING, GOING, GONE!
The best student apartments in SLO are at 
61 Broad Street, and they're going fast.
Don't wait If you want to live at
61 BROAD
I'or Fall 1993, we iire offering Furnished and Unfurnished Two 
Bedroom, One Bathroom Aparunents wiUi the flexibility of a 
monUi-to-month contract and the low prices o f a long-temi lease.
UNITS START AT $675 PER MONTH!
AMENITIES
• Heated Pool 
Microwaves in Every Unit 
Weight Room 
Laundry Facilities
• Tennis Court
• On Cal Poly Shuttle Route
• Computer btudy Room
• Ample Parking
All Utilities Included
UNITS ARE GOING FAST! STOP BY AND SEE US TODAY! 
Model Open Daily 9 a.m. • 7 p.m.
61 BROAD STREET APARTMENTS
61 N. Broad Street 
San Luis Obispo, CA 
(Behind Lucky's on Foothill)
(805) 544-7772
PARTNERS
From page 3
“but I’m out of blue. And I’m not 
done. I need to write my name. I 
need to get some blue chalk to 
write my name.”
Sam Turner, the program’s 
site coordinator, said Czarneck, 
Cloud and an average of 18 other 
children participate daily. He 
also said the students hope to see 
that number grow dramatically.
Last week, the students 
handed out family packets con­
taining information regarding 
the program to half of the desig­
nated low-income housing com-’ 
plexes around San Luis Obispo,
They gave flyers to homeless 
shelters in order to attract home­
less children to the program, 
Turner said. Next week, they 
plan to visit the other half of the 
low-income complexes.
“There is a serious need for 
this program in our community,” 
Tbrner said. “San Luis Obispo is 
caught between two big places, 
San Francisco and Los Angeles. 
Most money given to these types 
of programs are given to those 
areas.”
In past summers. Salvation 
Army Capt. Noreen French 
provided a drop-in program, but 
it was not an organized educa­
tion program like Partners in 
Serving.
“This year’s drop-in program
couldn’t have been done without 
the students from (Cal Poly),” 
French said.
“We are thrilled to be working 
with Partners in Serving,” 
French added. “We always go to 
Cal Poly for volunteers. This 
time they outdid themselves.”
Partners in Serving received 
funding from a $26,000 federal 
grant given to ASI, said Sam 
Lutrin, Cal Poly’s community 
service coordinator,
“The grant was difficult to 
get,” Lutrin said. “Our proposal 
competed against several 
hundred applications for similar 
programs from other higher 
education institutions.”
Brown said the Commission 
on National and Community Ser­
vices presented the grant to 
Partners in Serving because of 
the lack of similar programs in 
San Luis Obispo County.
By receiving the grant, the 
program is at least able to 
operate on a low budget. Brown 
said.
And operating and getting to 
know the kids has been the best 
part of the program, said liberal 
studies junior Yvette Sanchez, 
the program’s assistant site coor­
dinator.
“The other day we made 
greeting cards, and I got tons of 
them that said Tou’re great and 
wonderful,’ ” she said. “They are
now on my refrigerator at home.” 
Sanchez wants to become an 
elementary school teacher and 
Partners in Serving is preparing 
her for that job, she said.
Brown said his recreation ad­
ministration major requires 
volunteer work. He views 
Partners in Serving as a great 
opportunity to fulfill this require­
ment while contributing a 
needed service to the community.
Furgerson said cooking, plan­
ning activities, working with the 
kids and taking courses at Cal 
Poly takes a lot of time. But it is 
time well spent, he said.
“It’s a good experience and 
being a recreation major, it ’s 
right up my alley,” he said. “I ’m 
doing it for the kids so they are 
not left at home.”
When the program ends on 
Aug. 20, Partners in Serving will 
survey families, Sanchez said. 
The surveys will help assess the 
effectiveness of the program. The 
results will be a major factor in 
determining if  it will be funded 
as an after-school program in the 
fall.
The group is also planning to 
take the kids through a ropes 
course at the end of the summer 
as a measure of the progp’am’s 
success. Brown said. They hope 
the course will enable the kids to 
realize how they have learned to 
trust each other, he said.
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Don't miss out on
SUMMER
COUPONS
coming July 29th.
W E E K L Y  S P E C I A L
GET THE HAIRCUT 
YOU WANT FOR 
ONLY
7^ .9 5
REG. $9.00
WITH YOUR
STUDENT ID
VALID EVERY TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY,
& THURSDAY THROUGHOUT THE YEAR.
SUPOCUTS
HOW DO YOU WANT YOUR HAIR CUT?
MADONNA PUZA
265 MADONNA RD, SLO, CA 93401 PH#(80S)S49-8588
Sp icc ia i is s u e
W e e lc  o f  
W e lc o m e
S e p t e m b e r  1 2  -  1 8
Call 756-1143
to contact your 
Ad Rep today!
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f i>. I riel.4V> A n> ;i ist <>.
Delay 
Reality
Paris 
London 
Amsterdam 
East Coast
$299*
$335*
$335*
$170*
* Fares from Los Angeles and are each way based or\ 
a roundtnp purcha^ RestnctKxis apply and taxes 
not included
CouncHTravd
Eurail passes issued on-the-spot! 
14515 Ventura B^d. #250 
Sherman Oaks, CA. 91403
1-800-888-8786
A
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BUDGET
From page 1
CSSA lobbied for a 10 percent 
fee increase in opposition to the 
Trustees’ 37 percent plan, he 
said.
“(The CSSA) would have 
preferred no increase,” he said, 
“but thankfully we got what we 
asked for,”
During the meeting, Moton 
described other options he 
wished the Trustees would have 
considered before increasing stu­
dent fees.
One option he proposed was 
“teaching innovation,” or finding 
cheaper, more effective ways to 
teach students, he said.
The CSU should also
negotiate for secure funding from 
the state, he said.
Just as funding for K-12 
schools is protected from
modification by legislators, 
Moton said CSU funding should
be “hands-ofT in Sacramento as 
well.
“That way, (the CSU) won’t 
have to spend six months out of 
the year fighting for funds,” he 
said.
Also at the meeting, Molly 
Broad, executive vice-chancellor 
of the Board of Trustees, voiced 
her concerns about increasing 
restrictions on student enroll­
ment in recent -years.
Due to budget restrictions. 
Broad said, a gap has opened be­
tween the amount of student 
demand for a CSU education and 
the enrollment number per­
mitted by the campuses.
She said the gap is increasing. 
In the 1990-91 school year, 
12,000 eligible students were 
turned away, and 42,000 were 
refused admission in 1992-93, 
she said.
CAMPUS WATCH
From page 5
\enigues said. They are also is­
sued a police radio and flash­
light.
He said the volunteers have 
direct communication with the 
San Luis Obispo Police Depart­
ment which will respond to on- 
campus emergencies as needed. 
Police Capt. Bart Tbpham said
the Campus Watch proposal is 
very thorough.
“ I ’m quite impressed,” 
Tbpham said. “It sounds like a 
very effective program. It seems 
like they (Crutchfield and 
\enigues) have done a lot of 
research and planning in 
developing (the program).”
e I 
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Don t miss out on
SUMMER
COUPONS
coming Juiy 29th.
Special Issue
W e e k  o f  W e l c o m e
e m  b 8
Reserve your space today • 756-1143
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I  z z
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Happy
Hour
Strategy:
1) Head down to Woodstock’s with friends;
2) Grab a LARGE order of Hot ’n ’ Tasty W ilde B read
(oven-fresh, seasoned bread strips with tasty dip);
3) Pour yourself a bargain brew;
4) Enjoy...
Vmil
(P
T lm
Happy Hours;8-ll pm Mon-Wed
' 1/2 price Tap Drinks!!! 
LARGE 12” Wilde Bread 
only $2.49 + tax
Hot Q uality, Cool Price!
Flvin* FR EE D elivery  
Good-’K m e D in ing  
Quick Pick-up
1000 H i l e r a  St.
Snn-Thar; 
llam-lam 
Fri-Sat: 
llam-2am
41-4420
» » I Z Z A
$2 off
any LARGE 16" pizza or 
Med. 12" pizza
(only $8.99)
r *  I  z z  A
1000 Higuera St. 541-4420 
Not good with other offers; one coupon per pizza; expires 7/29/93
1_________ n .>4 irn  V 'a s it j
LARGE 16"
1 Topping pizza or 
Med. 12" 5 topping pizza
1000 Higuera St. .541-4420
Not good with other offers; one coujxxi per pizya; expires 7/29/93
l> « t rn  V u liic tH lc - C 2 o t ir> o n s
Classified
Announcements
GIVE LIFE 
GIVE BLOOD
Tuesday, July 2 0 ,10am to 3pm 
Mobile Donor Coach 
Parked In front of Mott Gym
 ^ j p E n t e r t a in n ie p t i
SUMMER JAZZ CONCERT 
a benetit concert for the 
AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY 
featurirrg
SAN LUIS JAZZ
at TALLEY VINEYARDS on JULY 18
3031 LOPEZ DR.. A.G. 123 SlZ^Jerson
GMAT GRE LSAT 
TEST PREP!
CALL THE PRINCETON REVIEW ANY 
TIME AT 995-0176 IN CAYUCOS.
MUSTANG DAILY 
. CLASSIFIEDS
HAS A CONVENIENT DROP BOX 
LOCATED AT THE U.U. INFO DESK. 
THE ADS WILL BE PICKED UP DAILY 
AT 11:00 AM.
Experienced ESL teacher wants 
to trade English tutoring for 
Spanish lessons 543-6882
LOKIN FOR SOMEONE TO WORK OUT 
WITH IN REC CENTER. MON OR FRI 
CALL KATHY 541-5994
SUMMER SUBLET $75MO SAVE YOUR 
NICE ROOM FOR FALL 541-1365
Homes for Sale
FOR A FREE LIST OF HOUSES & 
CONDOS FOR SALE IN SLO, CALL 
STEVE NELSON 543-8370 
Ferrell Smyth Fl/E
Great floor plan for 2 students. One 
bedr. in frorrt with 1/2 bath. Center 
living area. 2nd bedr. near a full 
bath. Stove, refer, and ac wallunit. 
Norvsfiwker + clean. 2 Porches 
12x56 mobile, space 117, $28,900.
117 S.C.M.P. CALL 543-0209 afternoon
Word Processing
CLASSIFIED COMPUTER 543-2183 
ALL TYPING-LASER-FAST-ACCURATE
Master's Theses, Sr. projs, resumes, 
etc. Laser printer. 549-8966 - Laura
T&T TYPING & WORDPROCESSING 
THESES REPORTS RESUMES ETC. 
Prompt service. Rush Jobs. 349-7367
Services
ALPHA CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER 
24 HOUR LIFELINE 541-3367 
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING 
■A FRIEND FOR LIFE*
Employment i
ON-CAMPUS SUMMER JOB $4.80/Hr 
Linen changes & Hte custodial 
must be available, orvcall, for 
a variety o( shihs, including 
weekends. Call Debra, 756-7600
. For Sale ■
FURNITURE 
UNIQUE & CHEAP 
CALL 541 -8659
) i i .
y BtLW/W9»|
lA'l ELBOWS ARE (SRASS-STMHED, 
I'VE GOT SRCycs IN W  UMR, 
IN  COVERED V4\rU BUG BWES AHD 
_  COTS m o SCRATCHES..,
T
e 1993 WnWf son/Di«tfibuWd by Unrvtf»* PfU  Syrxicnm
I'VE GOT SAND IN MV SOCKS AHO 
LEAVES \N MV SWIRT, MV HANDS 
ARE STlcyCV yi\TV\ SAP, AND MV 
SHOES ARE SOAVLED.' TM HOT, 
0\RTV, SNEATV, ITCHV KNO TIRED.
7
I  SA.V \ TOMORROVl YIELL
CONSIDER THIS SEIZE THE DAV 
OAV SEIZED.' / mo THROTTLE \T/
Its
Mopeds & Cycles
HONDASPREE
FOR SALE
86 GOOD CONDITION 
250 OBO CALL CHUCK 544-8339
P(entar Housing
HOUSE FOR RENT 4 BED 1 1/2 BATH 
GAS STOVE, REFRIG, DISHWASHER 
WASH. DRYER. YARD. GARDENER. 
AVAIL. NOW $1200 MO. 543-2636
5 YR OLD 3 BR 3BA HOME. RANGE, 
OVEN. DISHWASHER, WASHERA)RYER 
LARGE L.R./D.R. WITH FIREPLACE 
2 CAR GARAGE + 4 CAR PARKING 
GRT LOCATION. BOB 310-373-7998
60 CASA ST. TOWNHOUSES. NOW 
TAKING APPLICATIONS FOR JUNE OR 
SEPTEMBER. NON-SMOKER, QUIET. 
NO PETS. 543-7555 ASK FOR BEA. 
WE CAN HELP FIND ROOMMATES TOO!
CLASSIFIED COMPUTER 543-0321 
RENTAL LIST-SLO COUNTY-MCA/ISA
lUXURY 3 BED-2 1/2 BATH CONDO 
415 No. Chon-o - $1200 - 543-8370
REDWD. CHALET IN SLO 
Furn. casually, quiet nbhd, 3 bedr. 
2 bath, gar, yd, frpic, dishwr, micw 
bkcases, grdnr, lease (prof, on Iv) 
avail 9/12, $95(Vmo, dep, 544-5323
The Creek Apts 
772 Boysen
2BD 1BA Fum 543-9119 
walk lo Poly 
12-mo Lease $600mo 
(JUL-AUG) $450mo
WANTED
2 OR 3 PEOPLE TO SHARE LARGE 
HOUSE OFF S. HIGUERA WASH/DRYER 
GOOD LOOKING CALL CHUCK 544-8339
C^o Burritos, . iC ''
• ANNOUNCING*
"#1 4 yrs ru n n in g"  
New Location  a t  
295 S a n ta  R osa St.
" Yrjee 'reguìàr
DRINK
w/purchase of any 
burrito or 2 tacos
295 Santa Rosa St., SLO • exp. 7-31-93
Coupon redeemable at our Pismo Beach location
841 Dolliver St, Pismo Beach
grocery
the m o v e r s t h e  shakers 
the saru iw ich  m akers
The Best Deli Sandwiches in Town! 
Homemade Salads • Groceries • Party 
Platters • 3-10 ft. Sandwiches 
Broasted Chicken • Mojo Potatoes
H APPY HOUR DAILY!
1638 Osos St., SLO • 543-8684
Ctìupons exp. 7/22/93
Breakfast Burrito
&
Medium Coffee
O N L Y  $ 2 ^ ^
1638 Osos St., San Luis Obispo 
543-8684
Week of
Welcome
September 12-18
Ad h  today!
V A [ E N CI A n  U 0 E n  H 0 y SIIIG
Now Filling Up for Fall *93-’94!
Compare Our Style:
•  Weight Room (Nautilus equipment)
•  Free Aerobics, Heated Pool
•  (^mpiiter Center
•  Covered Car Ports
•  Friendly On-Site Staff
•  Rec Center with 70" TV
Compare Our Apartments:
•  Furnished Private Room $275/mo.
•  Fully furnished or unfurnished $81Q/mo.
•  3 Bdrm, 1.5 Bath Ibwnhouse
•  dean, updated, well maintained
•  Cal Poly & Cuesta schedules
•  Group or Individual Plans
a
<J u  w
O
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Valeneia
Under new ownership & managem ent
8 0 5 / 5 4 3 - 1 4 5 0
555 Ramona Drive • San Luis Obispo, CA 93405
VALENCIA
I'o n lliill
luckys
K.iiiinn.i
FIKSr FlOOK
liivnnM
C'lAtn
V«.»9«
CtMlaiCi«*k
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C-LCONO HOOK
Newly refurbished units on a first come basis.
TOURS DAILY
